
Domaine de

la Vaure :

Celebrate - Enjoy
 



Your

holidays:

The domaine de la Vaure offers you to rent its 3
accommodations to enjoy with your family or

friends: 
 
 

The estate has a swimming pool and is located in the heart of the countryside to help you relax in a "green
place".

The estate can accommodate up to 30 people in 3 properties: 
- the manoir : it's the main property with 6 bedrooms, and can accommodate up to 14 people

 - the ferme: beautiful and newly cottage renovated with 2 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. The house can
accommodate up to 6 people and has its own garden

- the longere : the house has 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms, and can accommodate up to 9 people
Each property comes with a kitchen and a living room, and has all the modern comforts.



Your 

events:

Celebrate your finest moments in the domaine de la Vaure. The estate offers you a wide choice of places to
celebrate your events. 

 

The property has 2 rooms :the barn with its authentic country character and intimate atmosphere, but also
its large room to receive your guests in a more modern setting with its view on the swimming pool and its

garden.
 
 

Whether it's for a wedding or a birthday, or a family reunion the domaine de la Vaure honours you! 



Your zen

moments:

La Vaure, it is also the opportunity to take advantage of its green spaces and its positive energy to relax, 
 unwind, reconnect with yourself, in harmony with the nature and with your body.

 
The domain offers you its 150 m2 room for all your yoga, fitness or relaxation classes. The place is
flexible according to your needs and desires. If you wish to be more in the green, the space in front of

the swimming pool is perfect for your exercises, as well as its numerous gardens. Our wellness room is
also at your disposal and can receive you for massages, body treatments and beauty treatments

(manicure, pedicure etc).



La Vaure 

and nearby

La Vaure is the ideal place to discover a wonderful region and taste its local specialties. 

25 min from Aubeterre-sur-Dronne 

45 min from Cognac 

40 min from Angoulême 

30 min from Thermes de Jonzac 

12 min from the lake of Guizengeard 55 min from Mortagne-sur-Gironde



Contact 

us

Whether you want to spend your holidays, celebrate an event or make a retreat, please do not hesitate to
contact us to have more information, we will be delight to help you.

 
 

www.la-vaure.com

+ 33 6 62 15 68 51

agnes@la-vaure.com 

Find us : La Vaure, 16480 Chillac 

 


